EXERCISE 1

MORPHOGRAPH INTRODUCTION
1. Find the morphograph c-e-r-t in Word Parts. ✓
   Later you will use words containing this morphograph.
2. The morphograph cert means to make sure.
3. (Call on a student.)
   Find certain, and spell it.
4. (Repeat Step 3 for certify, certificate, concert.)

EXERCISE 2

PRONUNCIATION
1. Here are words you’re going to use.
2. Unique. Say it. (Signal.)
3. (Repeat Step 2 for universe, unit, unison.)

EXERCISE 3

SENTENCES
1. Find Part A on your worksheet. ✓
2. You’re going to write two sentences made of words you know.
3. Sentence 1: The manager objected to the union.
   Say that sentence. Get ready. (Signal.)
   The manager objected to the union.
   (Repeat until firm.)
   Write it.
4. Sentence 2: The experiment had a strange effect on her.
   Say that sentence. Get ready. (Signal.)
   The experiment had a strange effect on her.
   (Repeat until firm.)
   Write it.
5. (Write on the board)
   The manager objected to the union.
   The experiment had a strange effect on her.
6. Cross out any words you missed, and write them correctly.

EXERCISE 4

DROPPING THE FINAL Y
1. Find Part B on your worksheet. ✓
   Follow along while I read:
   You learned about dropping the final y from words that end in consonant-and-y. You drop the y when you can’t hear it.
2. Here are the words that you’re going to spell when you work on Part B.
3. Verify. Say it. (Signal.) Verify.
4. (Repeat Step 3 for spying, certificate, denying, justification, complicate, supplying, marrying, historic, categorize.)
5. You’ll work on Part B later.
   Some of the endings you’re going to add to these words are made of more than one morphograph.
WORK COMPLETION

1. Finish the rest of Lesson 86. Then we’ll check the answers.
2. (Correct all work.)

Answer Key

Part B
1. verify
2. spying
3. certificate
4. denying
5. justification
6. complicate
7. supplying
8. marrying
9. historic
10. categorize

Part C
1. dis + rupt + ive
2. un + af +fect + ed
3. af + fect + ion
4. re + uni + ite
5. ef + fect + iven
6. ef + fort
7. fort + ify
8. cert + ify

Part D
1. uni + ique + ness
2. uni + verse
3. uni + it
4. uni + son
5. 1
6. one horn
7. unit
8. unison
9. universe

EXERCISE 1

PRONUNCIATION

1. Here are words you’re going to use.
2. Unanimous. Say it. (Signal.)
3. (Repeat Step 2 for unify, unity, unification, animal.)

EXERCISE 2

SPELLING REVIEW

1. Everybody, find Part A on your worksheet. 
   Get ready to write some words.
2. First word: disruptive.
   What word? (Signal.) Disruptive.
   Write disruptive.
3. Next word: establishment.
   What word? (Signal.) Establishment.
   Write establishment.
4. (Repeat Step 3 for the following list of words:)
   3. definite
   4. effective
   5. applicant
   6. terrible
   7. historic
   8. category
   9. container
   10. terrific
   11. interruption
   12. unconscious
   13. concentrate
   14. entertain
   15. applying
   16. beggar
   17. curious
   18. relevant
   19. direction
   20. certify

5. I’ll spell each word.
   Cross out any word you missed, and write it correctly.
You learned about dropping the final \( y \) from words that end in consonant-and-\( y \). You drop the \( y \) when you can’t hear it.

**Combine the parts.**

1. very + ify = 
2. spy + ing = 
3. certify + icate = 
4. deny + ing = 
5. justify + ication = 
6. comply + icate = 
7. supply + ing = 
8. marry + ing = 
9. history + ic = 
10. category + ize = 

**Write the morphographs for each word.**

1. disruptive 
2. unaffected 
3. affection 
4. reunite 
5. effective 
6. effort 
7. fortify 
8. certify
In Lesson 84 you learned that \textit{uni} means “one.” Here are other words that have the morphograph \textit{uni}.

\textbf{unique:} Something that is one of a kind is unique.

\textbf{unit:} Whatever you count as one is a unit.

\textbf{universe:} The one thing that is in every direction you turn is the universe. It is so large that it is made of everything we know, all the stars, the planets, the sun, Earth—everything.

\textbf{unison:} When people speak in unison, they say the same thing at the same time. They speak as one person.

Write the morphographs for each word.

1. \underline{uni} + \textit{ique} + \underline{uni} = uniqueness
2. \underline{uni} + \underline{uni} = universe
3. \underline{uni} + \underline{it} = unit
4. \underline{uni} + \underline{uni} = unison

Answer the items.

5. One vowel drops in the words \textit{unique} and \textit{unit}. What vowel? \underline{u}

6. The morphograph corn means “horn.” What do the morphographs in the word \textit{unicorn} mean?

Write the correct words using \textit{uni}.

7. The reason their team plays so well is that they all work together like a \underline{uni}.

8. Everybody sang “Happy Birthday” in \underline{uni}.

9. He looked up at the stars and said, “What a huge \underline{uni}.”